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       During the times of the Late Qing government of China ,the China Customs 
autonomous rights, including the rights of the formulation of the Customs Tariff, 
Customs administration rights, Customs taxes custody and control rights have been 
sidelined as a result of a series of signed unequal treaties .In the periods of Beiyang 
Government ,repaying the huge debt owed in the Late Qing times ,  maintaining a 
large central organs of power, and funding year after year civil war expenditure have 
made the central government fiscal originally stretched even worse. In order to 
strengthen their rules as far as possible and to ease their dilemma situation, rulers 
transferred their problem-solving attention to tariff taxes controlled by foreigners. In 
addition, several favorable factors in reality, such as emergence of professional 
diplomat groups and the awakening of the national consciousness make it possible for 
the Northern Government to win over customs sovereignty. In 1919 Paris Peace 
Conference, Wellington submitted to the proposal of China's autonomous tariff, which 
opened the prelude of the Beiyang government fighting for tariff autonomy in 
international society. After that, the tariff formulation conference aiming to raise the 
tariff rates and levy additional tax held successively in Shanghai and Beijing Until the 
year 1927, the firm removal of the domineering Inspector General of Customs Francis 
Arthur Aglen, the Beiyang government has made many efforts in forcing the invaders 
to return to the negotiating table and to readjust their tariff policy to China. Although 
the Northern government's efforts did not work in terms of the ultimate goal-recapture 
thoroughly the China customs sovereignty, these efforts make important preparations 
for the complete regain of Customs sovereignty in later time.     
      This paper is divided into three chapters. The first chapter analyses the 
condition of Chinese Customs in the period of Late Qing government, which includes 
the course of the loss of China customs sovereignty and the efforts made by the late 
Qing government to recover the customs sovereignty. The second chapter elaborates 
the endeavors of those diplomats’ represented by Gu Weijun of BeiYang government 















conference. Then this chapter analyses the actual effect on the BeiYang government 
those efforts made. The third chapter expounds the action of recalling customs 
commissioner Francis Arthur Aglen taken by Gu Weijun cabinet for the purpose of 
recovering customs tax executive power and customs custody power and it analyses 
the great influence the event has on China’s economy and politics from the long-term 
interests view. 
 
Key Words: Beiyang Government; Customs autonomous rights; Tariffs; Gu Wei jun 
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